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Deﬁnition of a CTMC
continuous-time stochastic process X (t), t  0, i. e.
! 7! X (t; !) = X (t) is a measurable function for each
ﬁxed t  0,
state space S = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; ng (n ﬁnite but large)
Markov property: The probability of entering state j
within the time period t depends only on the current
state i and is independent from all other previous states.
homogeneous in time:
Pr fX (s + t) = j j X (s) = ig independet of s
transition probababilities
pi ;j(t) = Pr fX (t) = j j X (0) = ig


















The state distribution (t) of the chain is a vector,
whose ith entry is the probability,
that the process is in state i at the time t.
(t)1 = 1 for all t  0
(t) = (0)P (t)
Fact
Transistion function P (t) and initial distribution (0)
determine completely the CTMC.
Stationary (or invariant) distribution
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Rows are state distributions:
Right continuous (standard):
P (s + t) = P (s)P (t)
P (0) = I
0  pi ;j(t)  1
P (t)1 = 1
lim
h!0
P (t + h) = P (t)
Fact

















Diﬀerentiability of P (t)
Main Identity
P (t) = etQ; t  0
Inﬁnisesimal Generator





















Properties of the inﬁnitesimal generator Q
Q1 = 0










. . . +
+ : : : +  

Theorem
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The Markov chain is irreducible if
8 i ; j 2 S; i 6= j : 9 t > 0 : pi ;j(t) > 0:
A matrix Q 2 Cnn, n > 1, is called reducible if there is some






with A 2 Crr , B 2 Cr(n r), C 2 C(n r)(n r) and a zero
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˜ = ˜P (t)
; ˜1 = 1
() ˜Q = 0>
; ˜1 = 1
Reformulation of the problem:
A =  Q>
x = ˜>




; (x ; 1) = 1


















˜ = ˜P (t); ˜1 = 1() ˜Q = 0>; ˜1 = 1
Reformulation of the problem:
A =  Q>
x = ˜>; (x ; 1) = 1
b = 0
Singular linear equation
Ax = b; (x ; 1) = 1
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Corrections from nested subspaces
Given
initial guess x0 such that
0 6= r0 = b   Ax0
nested correction spaces
f0g = C0  C1  C2      Cm  Cm+1    
Iterative subspace correction method
The mth iterate for the solution of Ax = b is
















Reformulation into an approximation problem
rm := b   Axm (residuals)
hm := Acm
rm = r0   hm
hm is a suilable approximation of r0 from the mth
approximation space Wm := ACm
nested sequence of approximation spaces
f0g =W0  W1      Wm 1  Wm    
given hm the correction cm is determined only up to an
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MR and OR Approximations
The MR approximation hMRm is deﬁned as the best
approximation to r0 from Wm, i. e.
hMRm 2 Wm; r
MR
m := r0   h
MR
m ? Wm:





xMRm = x0 + c
MR
m solves kb   Ax
MR
m k = minc2Cmkr0   Ack.




hORm 2 Wm; r
OR
m := r0   h
OR
m ? Vm:
Usual choise Vm := spanfr0g+Wm 1, called





















For m = 1; 2; : : :





where cm 2 Cm n Cm 1
breakdown if Acm 2 Vm

















ACm = Vm+1H˜m = VmHm +
[









v1    vm+1
]
Reduced the least squares problem in the coordinate space:
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of an MR method in step m
Quite the same as for non-singular matrix A:
Acm 2 Vm and Hm is regular
r0 2 Wm = spanfAc1; : : : ; Acmg





is a proper solution of the original linear equation
,
i. e. Ax = b is necessary consistent.
Wm = Vm
(these conditions are equivalent).
Fact
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of an MR method in step m
Several equivalent characterizations:
no unique solution of the least squares problem





Cm \N (A) 6= f0g
Fact
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Using Krylov subspace methods for Markov
problems
Supporting facts:









1 ensures x0 62 R(A)
If the chain is irreducible then dimN (A) = 1, i. e. there is

















Application of Krylov methods to singular problems is not
a good idea in general.
MR Krylov methods are well suited for computing
stationary distributions of CTMCs.
Open Questions
What about GCR?
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